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Reckless reclusion

By LYNN KLANEN

"To trust him with a human life is a foolish venture!"

This statement, referring to a pediatria resident at the UC Davis Medical Center, accuracy is so great that it was a "reckless reclusion," according to the chief of pediatrics at the Children's Medical Center, Dr. James B. Brown, as quoted in the San Francisco Chronicle.

Among the reasons was an order to prevent all of the country's doctors from leaving the country. According to the preface of the "paranoid issue," the government wanted to keep doctors from escaping to foreign countries.
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A working May Day in Vietnam

Anthropologist's study reveals
cave people not chauvinistic

TOKYO — (ENS) — No apparent sex role chauvinism does not match back to the origins of humankind, as many modern males would like to believe. According to a University of Chicago anthropologist, women appear to have been more independent and autonomous than men.

Richard Sarnat, professor of the University of London's School of Oriental Studies, has drawn a conclusion on extensive field work with the primitive Kang tribes in Indonesia. Anthropologists long have considered the Kang people a model for clues about prehistoric social development.

Lee explains that in hunting and gathering groups such as the Kang, men do the hunting, but the women do the fishing and gathering of plants. Therefore, the sexes are not necessarily dependent on each other.

Lee says that, while it is difficult to estimate prehistoric societies exactly, his data should provide some of the key categories for "proving" that male dominance in our present order is a part of an evolutionary heritage.

The Kang are a hunting and gathering group, which numbers about 8,000. They live in the Amazon jungle, frequently moving from one area to another.

The Kang wilds of the Amazon are divided into three sections, each section being ruled by a leader. The Kang are essentially vegetarians, with the exception of animals who eat. The Kang use the bow and arrow and occasionally use the spear and club.
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Student Senate

The Student Senate has announced

revised budget allocations under the new budget system, which will go into effect next semester. The previous Senate had recommended a $600,000 budget for the Spring semester, but the new Senate has decreased that amount to $500,000. The Senate has also cut funding for several departments, including the Student Activities Office, which will receive only $50,000 instead of the original $275 allocation. The extra funds will be used for a news staff and a part-time reporter.
Capping a Problem

TO THE EDITOR:

Yesterday, May 1, a proposal was made before the Student Senate that would establish a constitution and bylaws for the Student Senate. The purpose of this organization is to be the Senate for the University and to represent the interests of all students.

The purpose of the Senate is to provide a forum for the expression of opinions and to serve as an avenue for the discussion of issues. The Senate will be composed of elected representatives from each college and school of the university, as well as appointed members chosen by the faculty and staff.

The Senate will have the power to pass legislation, make budget decisions, and hold hearings on matters of importance to the university community. The Senate will also serve as a liaison between the university and the external community, and will work to ensure that the needs and concerns of all students are addressed.

The Senate will meet regularly, and all members will be expected to attend meetings and participate in discussions. The Senate will be governed by a set of bylaws, which will be approved by the faculty and staff.

In conclusion, the Senate will be an important and valuable addition to the university, and we encourage all students to become involved and to participate in the Senate's work.

Sincerely,

[Student Name]


text
October: the trial of correction begins

BY CHUCK HAWKINS
Editorial

Fifth in a series

October would have been the only month of Washington's administration that was a time of political stability. The situation was complicated by the fact that the Senate trials of President Johnson and his associates were in progress at the same time. The trials were held in the Senate, and the public was anxious to know the outcome of the proceedings.

For better or worse, America was faced with a new political reality. The country was divided, and the opposing sides were locked in a struggle for power. The Senate trials brought to light the extent of the corruption and fraud that had taken place during the Johnson administration.

The trials of Johnson's associates were a reminder of the importance of the rule of law. The public was demanding that justice be done, and the trials were a way to achieve that goal. The trials were also a way to hold those in power accountable for their actions.

The trial of Johnson was a turning point in American history. It marked the beginning of the end of the Johnson presidency, and it set the stage for the beginning of a new era in American politics.

The trial of Johnson was a time of uncertainty, but it was also a time of change. The country was facing a difficult future, but it was also a time of hope. The public was demanding that the government do its job, and the trials were a way to achieve that goal.

The trial of Johnson was a time of struggle, but it was also a time of progress. The country was facing a difficult future, but it was also a time of hope. The public was demanding that the government do its job, and the trials were a way to achieve that goal.

The trial of Johnson was a time of uncertainty, but it was also a time of change. The country was facing a difficult future, but it was also a time of hope. The public was demanding that the government do its job, and the trials were a way to achieve that goal.
Science fiction

Fans changing its ‘ghettoized’ status

By SUSAN PEARSON

Gainesville, Florida—Gainesville is part of the rapidly growing science fiction culture, as the Science Fiction League of America’s annual conference, which is held in the city, has steadily increased in attendance. The conference, which is held in late June or early July, is one of the largest science fiction conferences in the country. It brings together amateur and professional writers, fans, and aficionados of science fiction from all over the world, offering a wide range of panel discussions, workshops, and social activities. The conference attracts a diverse audience, including writers, fans, and enthusiasts of all ages and backgrounds.

In the past, science fiction has been considered a niche genre, often dismissed as escapism or unimportant. However, in recent years, the genre has gained a wider audience and has been celebrated for its creativity and innovation. Today, science fiction is recognized as a vital form of literature that explores complex ideas and challenges societal norms. The conference highlights this trend by featuring panels and discussions centered around the themes of science fiction, including its role in society and its future directions.

The conference also provides a platform for new writers and editors to showcase their work and network with established figures in the field. Many attendees come to the conference to learn from experienced writers and editors, to share their own work, and to connect with others who share their passion for the genre. The conference is an excellent opportunity for fans to engage with the science fiction community and to discover new authors and works.

In conclusion, the Science Fiction League of America’s annual conference is an important event for fans, writers, and editors alike. It celebrates the richness and diversity of science fiction, and provides a space for meaningful dialogue and exchange about the genre’s role in today’s world. Attendees come away with a greater appreciation for the genre and a renewed sense of excitement about its potential for the future. For those interested in attending, the conference is held in a different city each year, so be sure to check the website for the latest information on dates, locations, and registration details.
Several people have asked us to print a recipe for dandelion wine. The traditional dandelion flowers make their appearance late in spring and early summer. They will cook down a lot so you'll need a substantial volume of greens if you're cooking for several people.

Stir well.

Pour one gallon of boiling water over a gallon of dandelion flowers. The flowers should be stripped from the buds (which will be 24 to 48 hours. Then strain the concoction into a stone jar.

After that time strain your young wine into bottles, cork them tightly, put them on a rack, and wait until the stars are right anyway.

Several people have asked us how to open up your wine and celebrate (give it a couple weeks). After that time strain your young wine into bottles, cork them tightly, put them on a rack, and wait until the stars are right anyway.

You could be picking and eating the leaves of the plant. Find a basket, fill it with the leaves, and make a meal of them. Then I wrote a letter asking for a reply within a week. Please.

And for dinner try our hot dogs. The most
delicious patty, gather up the breezes, and bring them to your lips. They will send down to the dirt. This is a differentiated reality of grains if you're cooking for several people. You'll

imagination in preparing the greens.

Mix these together and serve pineapple, cheese, and cream sauce over the top. Serve with a side of maitre d' hor d'oeuvres.

Follow The Daily Iowan's coverage of Iowa baseball.

YESTERDAY'S

FREE delivery to the dorms on

Sundays!

1200 S. Gilbert Ct. 338-3663

DON'T LOOK

NOW

Starring:

LINDA LOVELACE

LINDA LOVELACE

FOR

PRESIDENT

Starring: Linda Lovelace and a cast of thousands.

SHOWINGS AT 1:30-

3:30-5:30-7:30-9:30-9:30

late show

FRAGMENT

of FEAR

The new deep story of a woman trapped in a nightmare of images.

STARRING DAVID HEMMINGS and GAYLE HUNNICUTT
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The Very Best in Beverages

Free

Band Matinee

City Boys

Today 3-6 pm

PLUS 15° HOTDOGS

Next Week

DALLAS STAR

IOWA NOW

"Incredibly powerful and

inspiring..." —Ref. Idings

"SEARS AND MINDS is more than the

most important film ever made about

the Vietnam war; it is also a masterful

psychological document about a contemporary tragedy."

Joseph Delargy—Newday

HEARTS

AND

MINDS

Showings at 1:30,

3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 in

CINEMA I

CINEMA II
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Saturday's Kentucky Derby

Foolish Pleasure given nod

By Bill Huffman

"Foolish Pleasure," a sophomore colt owned by the D אליהSz family of Louisville, Ky., was given the nod today as the morning-line favorite for the Kentucky Derby at 3-1.

The colt, one of two entries by the trainer Anna Hurd, is trained by the same man who brought home the favorite, "Tricky Trick," last year.

"Foolish Pleasure" has been the favorite in every one of his races and is expected to go off at less than 2-1 on Derby day.

"We're very happy with the colt," said the trainer. "He's been working very well and should have a good chance to win.

"I think he's got the speed to go with the best of them and should be a strong contender."
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Small electric piano. Call 353-0750.

HELP WANTED
PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Home for the deaf elderly. Full-time position.
Contact: 351-3102.

NEED A SUMMER JOB?
Seeking twins for summer job: 3 to 5 days per week.
Contact: 338-4647.

DISCOUNT SALE
FURNITURE
Discount sale on all types of furniture.
338-0436.

ROOMMATE WANTED
FEMALES: Own room, own bathroom, available now.
Contact: 351-7820.

ROOMMATES WANTED
SUMMER SCHOOL
FAIRCHILD
Ages 6-12
June 23-July 20
6:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Hair Stylist.
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PERSONAL STYLIST
Needed for summer school. Contact: 338-5766.

SUMMER SCHOOL
CHILD CARE
NURSERY, INC.
23 July
12.
SHARE
ARRANGEMENTS TO START SUMMER.
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Cyclone women batter Hawkeyes

By KIRK CLARK

The women's tennis teams suffered serious setbacks last weekend, however, when they were swept by the Iowa Hawkeyes in their two matches against the South Dakota State and Illinois teams.

The women's team had won both matches against the South Dakota State and Illinois teams in the previous week, but lost to the Hawkeyes in both matches this weekend. The second match was held in Ames on Saturday, April 22, and the first match was held in Des Moines on Sunday, April 23.

"We were not at our best on Saturday and we got down in the first game and didn't come back," said Coach Vogelsang. "Lee's arrival was a big boost for us on Sunday, but we still lost."

Lee, a junior from Iowa City, Iowa, was a transfer student from the University of Iowa and had been a member of the women's tennis team since last fall. Lee's arrival was a welcome addition to the team, as she had a strong record of success at Iowa City High School.

The women's tennis team is currently ranked 20th in the nation, but they are hoping to improve their ranking and become a more competitive team in the near future.

The next match for the women's tennis team is scheduled for May 6th against the University of Missouri.

Out at home

Five weeks ago, on the morning of the third day of the 1975 season, Iowa catcher Lynne Cuilen was called out for the Hawks in the fifth inning against the University of Kansas. It was the end of Cuilen's career as one of the premier passers in the National Football League.

Cuilen had been a star quarterback for the University of Iowa, and had been a member of the Iowa Hawkeyes for 18 years. During her time at Iowa, Cuilen had set numerous records and had been a dominant force on the field.

Cuilen's career with the Hawks was not without its challenges, however. She had been diagnosed with a rare condition known as fibrous dysplasia, which had required multiple surgeries throughout her career.

Despite these challenges, Cuilen remained a true leader for the Hawks, and her determination and courage inspired many of her teammates and fans alike.

Cuilen's legacy will live on in the hearts of Hawkeye fans everywhere, and her contributions to the Iowa Hawkeyes will not be forgotten.

Women's teams away this weekend

The women's teams will be away this weekend for a series of matches against the Iowa State Cyclones. The matches will be held on Saturday, April 29th and Sunday, April 30th.

The women's basketball team will be playing against the Cyclones in the first match, while the women's tennis team will be playing against the Cyclones in the second match.

The women's volleyball team will also be playing against the Cyclones in the final match of the weekend.

The women's teams have been working hard in practice this week, and are looking forward to the upcoming matches.

Women's basketball coach Pat Cronin said, "Our players have been working hard in practice this week, and we are looking forward to the upcoming matches. We are confident in our abilities and are ready to take on the Cyclones.""